
Project (and change) Management 
and (virtual) cake

16 September 2021

@AdaptaforNFP



• We are a specialist information 
systems consultancy

• We only work with charities, 
associations, trusts and others in 
the not-for-profit sector

• We are completely supplier-
independent

• Our consultants have held senior
positions in a broad range of 
different organisations

• Our advice and guidance is based 
on practical experience gained 
over many years
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About Adapta
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About Adapta: Our Services



Programme
14:00: Welcome & Introductions

14:10: Headlines: Change & Project Management

14:30: Case Studies

ActionAid UK

Diocese of Salisbury 

Grab a coffee & move into Breakout Rooms (5-10mins)

15:25: Breakout Room Discussions & Sharing

15:55: Move back into Main Room

16:00: Close



Introductions



Rules of Engagement!

• The first rule of Virtual Cake Club…

• Please remain in mute mode unless you wish to participate in the 
Breakout Room discussions after the speakers have presented. 

• If you have a question relating to the speaker presentations, 
please submit these at any time using the Chat feature. Questions 
will be picked up once each presentation has ended.

• If you have a technical question please use the Chat facility,         
and select Paul Stirrat, who will be able to help.



What we will cover today

Sharing thoughts and responses to your feedback 

Some practical tips for incorporating change into your projects 
(further detail included for when you get the slide deck later)

Real examples of success and lessons from live projects

Sharing your experiences through breakout discussions

Enabling you to leave this session with some ideas of what to try (or 
not to try) back in your own projects.



Breakout sessions will discuss:

1. Your experience of influencing organisational Leaders to 
gain support for change. What works? What hasn’t 
worked? 

2. Any tips for organisations balancing the risk of change 
with a need to innovate their services. For example 
expanding digital offers in a traditionally face-to-face 
service model?





Are failed Projects a failure of Project Management, 
or of Change Management?



“Adoption & Change Management”

“For your customers to realize their desired business 
outcomes and return on investment, it’s critical for users to 
not only adopt new services, but also to embrace those 
services and use them as part of their natural rhythm of 
work.” 

“Recent studies show that customers are six times more 
likely to meet or exceed business objectives when effective 
change management is in place.”



“Adoption & Change Management”

What they know for sure…

People don’t automatically change 
Resistance is a normal, human behaviour that takes time to overcome. 

“Shadow IT” is more prominent than ever
80% admit to using their communication tool of choice.*

IT change is more than a technical migration 
“Deploy it and they will come’ doesn’t work.

People & change are not one-size-fits-all 
Organisations are made up of innovators, laggards and everyone in 
between.

*“What is Shadow IT?”, https://www.skyhighnetworks.com/cloud-security-university/what-is-shadow-it/

https://www.skyhighnetworks.com/cloud-security-university/what-is-shadow-it/


Technology Adoption & Change Management





This is what you told us about what you’d like to 
discuss at this event…



Your Feedback & Requests: 



TOP 5 TIPS FOR CHANGE

1. Communicate

2. Communicate

3. Communicate

4. Communicate

5. Communicate



Keep Friends Close, but Stakeholders 
Closer
Really engage to understand what they 
need from the project. And keep them 
engaged, form groups with an objective, 
meet regularly.

Déjà vu? A recurring vision
Once you’ve set the vision, regularly 
remind everyone of it. Base your comms 
around it, reinforce the vision, goals and 
expectations as you go. 

Do the legwork
Invest the time and resource take the 
change to the people. Have 
conversations, don’t just give messages. 
Ensure people know they’ve been 
heard.  Recognising that takes time.

PRACTICAL WAYS TO INCORPORATE CHANGE



PRACTICAL WAYS TO INCORPORATE CHANGE

Sponsors influencing Leaders
Utilise your Sponsors to target 
Leaders who may not support the 
change. Consider what benefits would 
appeal. Or what risks or issues your 
project will resolve.

Embrace Resistance
One of the benefits of working in our 
Sector is the willingness to commit 
time to listen, understand issues, find 
consensus. Ensure people are heard 
and responded to. Recruit your critics!

Training for Change
Training can really land key messages 
and make change “real” for people. 
Training Needs Analysis at an early 
stage is key. Incorporate how teams 
feel about the change (change curve) 
to shape training scope.



These all take time and energy!

• No silver bullet. Good change 
approaches incorporate their 
own setting, challenges and 
personalities!

• But working to a clear 
framework will help, adding 
structure and clarity to the 
process.

• Take advantage of some great 
(free) templates for 
communicating the change: 
https://www.changesuperhero
.com.au/gallery

https://www.changesuperhero.com.au/gallery


Tools, Models & Frameworks: ADKAR change model 

The ADKAR model is focussed and clear, using “Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability & 
Reinforcement” as steps to work through the change process.



Tools, Models & Frameworks: ADKAR change model 

The ADKAR model aligns neatly with the three overall stages of change: 
“Current, Transition & Future”. 

CURRENT

To move out of the current state, an individual needs awareness of the need 

for change and a desire to participate in and support the change. The “case 

for change” and good communication and leadership are key to this phase.

TRANSITION

Successfully moving through the transition state requires knowledge on how 

to change (what the change is / what new systems are being implemented) 

and the ability to implement the required skills and behaviours (e.g. providing 

access to get “hands on” and use new systems, possibly via Test or Training 

environments).

FUTURE

In the future state, individuals need support and reinforcement to sustain the 

change, e.g. easy to access training materials and guidance (“cheat sheets” for 

key processes) and regular face to face/small group refresher opportunities.



?Build Simple 

processes 

policies and 

systems

Build strong relationships 

with the business
Provide meaningful and 

insightful advice

Be an 

approachable and 

pragmatic team

Educate the 

business Be confident, 

not arrogant

Have consistency in 

messaging/preparation

Remove jargon 

in the way we 

communicate

Be in the 

trenches

Consistently 

improve 

how we 

work

Understand 

our business

Maintain 

an open 

feedback 

loop

We

DESIRE
Keep up to date

Write here why they will love this 

project or initiative. What is great 

about it, what benefits will it bring to 

them personally and to the 

organisation as a whole?

(K) Where are they getting more 

information, how will they learn, where 

will you post the next updates. What do 

they need to do next, when will they 

hear from you next?

A synopsis of what we 

will deliver goes in here. 

In a paragraph. Simply 

what are we trying to 

achieve? (A) announce

CHANGE ON A PAGE

Tagline…how does it fit with our corporate values?

(A) Awareness - A bit more about 

our mission and how we are going 

to get there here…. 

You might want to 
use this bit to 
highlight your 

problem statement. 
No one wants a 
change unless 

there is a problem 
with the as-is.

July – September 2020 (got to tell them when)

KNOWLEDGE

Plot the stages in a 

timeline

Tools, Models & Frameworks: Template Slide for Comms: https://www.changesuperhero.com.au/gallery

https://www.changesuperhero.com.au/gallery


Eg. I understand the 
vision and how it aligns 
to our roadmap.  I know 
there will be changes and 
I need to think about how 
these will impact me and 
my team – am I 
onboard?

What I- or 

my team 

understand

s

What I – or 

my team 

needs to DO

How I 

might or 

should feel

I need to examine some of 
my processes and think 
about how they will be 
impacted by the change. I 
need to arrange to meet 
with some stakeholders and 
find out more.

I feel excited by the change 
and encouraged by how it 
will save time and make my 
team more productive.
Or I feel annoyed and 
worried? Am I an advocate?

PROJECT

INSTALLATION

HR

CHANGE

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT TRAINING GO LIVE DEPLOYMENT SUPPORT BAUDISCOVERY

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

Comms

Instruction 

collateral 

required 

Training

Workshop

Notes

OTHER

Notes

NotesNotes

Notes

System

Requirement

Notes Notes

Notes

LEGEND

Your Change Project

Tools, Models & Frameworks: Template Slide for sharing the plan



Case Studies

ActionAid UK
Diocese of Salisbury



AAUK CRM Programme
Sep 2021



Tackling Risks

Why a new Customer Relationship Management (CRM) System?

Technology and Staffing 

Duplication and Inefficiencies 

Compliance 

Seizing Opportunities

Data informed decision-making and campaigns 

Business intelligence 

Digital first 

Business critical



CRM Programme Structure and Governance

Support:

FR compliance: IT Infrastructure

Trustee 
Board

Senior Responsible 
Owner

Steering Committee

Data 

U
ser C

h
am

p
io

n
s

Engagement, Change and 
Communication

Programme 
Manager

Solution Development:

Core Team

Workstream Boards



What’s happened so far?

• Click to add bullets

•Systems Review and 
Recommendations

•Business Case 
approved by Trustee 
Board

2018

•Steering Committee 
established

•First Project Manager 
appointed

•Data Warehouse 
approach agreed

2019 •Business Analyst appointed

•Business Requirements Gathering

•Programme Review/New 
Programme Manager/Governance

•Two Workstream Managers 
recruited

•Data Workstream team very busy

•Procurement – implementation 
partner

•User Champions

2020

Prototyping

•Short term contract with 
implementer agreed

•Prototype developed and 
reviewed

2021 Q1



What’s next?

• Click to add bullets

•Discovery contract agreed

•Functional, Core and Technical 
workshops

•Technical Design and High Level 
Design Document agreed

•Child Profile element built and 
launched in August 2021 to align 
to Child Sponsorship 
Modernisation project

2021 Q2-Q4

Discovery

•Full contract agreed

•System build

•Testing

•End user training

•Data migration

2021 Q4-2022 Q1

Implementation

• GO LIVE!

2022 Q2



Engagement, Change and Communication

• The workstream’s focus is to ensure all 
relevant stakeholders are informed and 
engaged with the CRM Programme, at a 
level tailored to their role and to how the 
new CRM will affect them. Activities under 
this workstream range from sharing regular 
updates with all AAUK staff to supporting 
and coordinating the User Champions. 

• The ECC Workstream Manager is the first 
point of contact within AAUK for all CRM 
related queries.

Engagement and 
Comms

• The workstream will oversee the planning 
and delivery of the training to end users, in 
collaboration with the supplier, the User 
Champions and the Solution Development 
Workstream Manager.

• The workstream will also develop and 
implement a plan for managing all the 
changes to ways of working that the 
programme will bring.

Training and 
Change 
Management



• Click to add bullet 

points

Key principles

Purpose:

To bring stakeholders on a journey focused on the long-term benefits of the project and 

earn colleagues’ commitment, not just their compliance

How:

• Using standard project management tools, such as Stakeholder Engagement Plan and Comms Plan

• Guided by AAUK’s feminist leadership principles

- Self awareness

- Self care and caring for others

- Dismantling bias

- Inclusion

- Sharing power

- Responsible and transparent use of power

- Accountable collaboration

- Respectful feedback

- Courage

- Zero tolerance



Comms

➢ The AAUK CRM Programme SharePoint site is the one-stop-shop for all the

information about the programme, including presentations and recordings of all

relevant meetings, User Champions, updates on future events etc

➢Monthly CRM Updates, circulated via email to all staff at the end of each month

and also uploaded on the CRM site.

➢ AAUK Newsletter, Staff Briefings, Email updates, Learning Circles and other ad-

hoc communications.

➢Core messages document



Engagement

➢ We know which member of the core project team manages the relationship with

each key group stakeholders.

➢ We offer many opportunities and different channels for all colleagues to reach

out to us and flag their concerns.

➢ We gather feedback regularly and respond publicly to all issues raised, showing

if/how we have taken the feedback on board and explain why if not.

➢ We use tools outside the CRM Programme to gather intelligence we use to

design our engagement activities, e.g. staff engagement survey



User Champions

Purposes:

• Act as a bridge between the CRM workstreams and their teams and co-ordinate team 

input/feedback when needed.

• Become ambassadors of the new system and ways of working.

• Support the CRM team by carrying out some key tasks.

• Function as a peer learning and support network.

Ways of working:

• Co-ordinated by Engagement, Change and Comms Workstream Manager

• By-weekly group catch-ups or drop-in sessions

• Quarterly reflection and planning meetings

• Teams channel

• Roles and Responsibilities clearly outlined

• Time commitment

Who

Representative from each of the teams directly affected by/involved in the CRM Programme



Lessons Learnt



Lessons learnt

➢ Be honest and transparent, focus on the long-term benefits but acknowledge that there will be

bumps along the road.

➢ Collaborative planning is the key mitigation measure against uncertainty and heavy workloads.

➢ Adopt an inclusive approach to comms.

➢Engage stakeholders on all aspects of the Programme to stress message that the new system is

only one part of the programme

➢ It is not always clear to User Champions what information they should share with their teams so

more direction is needed.

➢ Adopt measures to address risk of having different levels of engagement, even within the User

Champions group.



Learnings from a Senior Responsible Owner perspective on change & comms

• Nothing is too obvious to communicate!

• Don’t underestimate the value of an update from ‘senior management’.

• Be really explicit on time commitments at a senior level and book time for reviewing 

documentation because they will likely under-plan for this. 

• Plan decision-making mechanisms. Gradients of agreement scales can be useful.

• Be prepared to have the same conversation multiple times – if people are strongly against 

something then it will come up with each snag, long after you thought it was resolved.

• Manage expectations around perfection – nothing is right first time, but the measure is how 

feedback is received, acted upon and learnt from.

• Your organisational culture can support you.



Elizabeth Harvey –

Director of Parish Support, Governance and 
Administration

Lucy Norbury –

IT Programme Coordinator and IT Support

Change Management 
Case study

(IT transformation)
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Anywhere 
Anytime 

Any device

Serve our 
church 

communities

Reduce 
inefficiences

More 
effective 

collaboration

What we setout to do
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Our approach

When nothing is sure, 

everything is possible 
- Margaret Drabble

• Current vs future needs
• NFP insight & best practice
• Shaping the business case

External IT expertise

(1.00 FTE)

Dedicated project 
resource

• Programme governance
• Stakeholder mapping
• Risk management

• Communication and 
engagement
• Training

Plan for Change
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What we learnt 
(so far…)

Be brave –
Make changes during 
your change project!

Change and Culture
Nelson Mandela once said, 'If you talk 
to a man in a language he 
understands, that goes to his head. If 
you talk to him in his language, that 
goes to his heart.' 

Broadcast vs 

Engagement

Invest in 

Training Trusted suppliers

Testing / 

Sandboxes

Phased roll-out; 

Pilot groups

Senior management 
support

Collaborate and network with 
other NFP / organisations

Chain of command; 
Agile decision-

making



6 to go12 new systems/applications implemented

What we are actually achieving (in 2 years)
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Safebase

Microsoft Dynamics 365 –
Business Central

CofE Contact 
Management System

Safeguarding Case 
Management 

system

Learning 
management system
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Thank you



Breakout sessions
A group invite will shortly appear on your screen, which you should accept. 

You will then automatically be pushed in to their group.

Each group will have a member of the Adapta team who will facilitate the discussion 

and capture headline notes. Everyone will be returned to the main room for 

wrapping up.

During breakout sessions: To contribute you should raise your hand using the ‘Raise 

Hands’ feature. Unmute once you have been prompted to by the Facilitator.



Breakout Room Discussions

1. Your experience of influencing organisational Leaders to 
gain support for change. What works? What hasn’t worked? 

2. Any tips for organisations balancing the risk (and 
potentially fear) of change with a need to innovate their 
services. For example expanding digital offers in a 
traditionally face-to-face service model?

Re-convene for (quick!) feedback from each group.



GRAB A COFFEE
before Breakouts



Breakout Room Discussions

Re-convene for (quick!) feedback from each group.

Groups: 1 (David) - 2 (Paul) - 3 (Rachel).

1. Your experience of influencing organisational Leaders to 
gain support for change. What works? What hasn’t worked? 

2. Any tips for organisations balancing the risk (and 
potentially fear) of change with a need to innovate their 
services. For example expanding digital offers in a 
traditionally face-to-face service model?



Thank you!

Please take part in the Poll ☺

Upcoming events…
17th Nov: Digital Strategies & Cake

www.adaptaconsulting.co.uk/adapta-events

http://www.adaptaconsulting.co.uk/adapta-events

